CWC Christmas tree twine is specifically manufactured to be used in machines that bind and bundle individual trees for bulk shipping. CWC Christmas tree tying twine is made from polypropylene filament and is resistant to UV light, rot, and abrasion. Order today to get the best price and guaranteed delivery.

**Available Lengths:**
- 5,250’ (1050), Tensile 110 lbs. 5 lb. Spools
- 6,250’ (1250), Tensile 90 lbs. 5 lb. Spools
- 6,750’ (1500), Tensile 75 lbs. 4.5 lb. Spools
- 7,500’ (1500), Tensile 85 lbs. 5 lb. Spools

**Available Colors:**
- White, Blue, Red, Green, Black

**Case Quantity:**
- 8 Units per Case

**Pallet Quantity:**
- 27 Case per Pallet

**Polypropylene Tying Twine**

+ Waterproof for unrelenting strength
+ Soft and flexible which protects tree limbs
+ Holds secure knots
+ Uniform twine construction

**PRODUCT SPECS**

CWC Christmas Tree Twine:

CWC Christmas tree twine is specifically manufactured to be used in machines that bind and bundle individual trees for bulk shipping. CWC Christmas tree tying twine is made from polypropylene filament and is resistant to UV light, rot, and abrasion. Order today to get the best price and guaranteed delivery.

Ask your sales representative about pallet discounts for ultimate savings!